NEW AND CONTINUING EVENTS – 36th Annual Pregnancy Meeting™

New! The Human Placenta Project
Tuesday, February 2 at 5:30–7:30pm
Faculty: Yoel Sadovsky, MD and Antonio Frias, MD

New! Challenges in Obstetric Thrombosis and Hemostasis Dinner Symposium
Tuesday, February 2 at 6:30–8:30pm
Course Directors: Michael Paidas, MD and Baha Sibai, MD
Supported by an unrestricted educational grant from Hemostasis and Thrombosis Research Society (www.HTRS.org).

Residents Forum
Wednesday, February 3 3:00–4:30pm
Objectives
• Increase understanding among residents about what MFM fellowships entail
• Encourage Ob/Gyn residents to apply for MFM fellowships
• Familiarize residents with the application process

New! Special Session on Bariatric Obstetrics
Wednesday, February 3 at 3:00–5:30pm
Leader: Federico Mariona, MD, MHSA, FACOG, FACS
Faculty: Robert Lebel, MD, Renee Mestad, and Robert Silverman, MD, SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, New York

President’s State of the Society Address
Thursday, February 4 at 7:20–8:00am
The Pregnancy Meeting kicks off with a keynote address from SMFM President Dr. Laura Riley. Don’t miss what will be an inspiring address on the Society’s initiatives and achievements as the SMFM continues the work of leading the global advancement of women’s and children’s health through pregnancy care, research advocacy, and education. This will be followed by the presentation of the Lifetime Achievement Award to an extraordinary member of our Society. Then our 2016 Honorary Member presentation on “Beginning with the End in Mind: Social Determinants and Disparities in Perinatal Health” by the 2016 Honorary Member Dr. Barfield of the National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (10:00–10:30am).

New! Early Onset Preeclampsia Dinner Symposium
Thursday, February 4 at 7:00–9:30pm
Leader: Baha Sibai, MD
This program is supported by a generous, unrestricted educational grant from rEVO Biologics.

“Late-Breaking Research” Presentations
Friday, February 5 at 10:00–10:30am
Immediately following the “Fellows Plenary Session” will be the fourth annual “Late-Breaking Research” presentations.

ABOG-SMFM Distinguished Lecture Series
Friday, February 5 at Noon–1:00pm
The third annual lecture for the ABOG-SMFM Distinguished Lecture Series will be given by Charles Lockwood, MD on “The role of MFM/Obstetrics in the Current and Future State of Healthcare”

New! 2nd and 3rd Year Fellows Lecture Session and Retreat Alumni
Friday, February 5 at 5:30pm–7:30pm
This is an opportunity for 2nd and 3rd year fellowship classes to get together to renew friendships made during their 1st year MFM Fellows Retreat. Content will focus on issues pertinent to senior fellows and first post-fellowship jobs. This event is by invitation only to 2nd & 3rd year MFM Fellows.

Yoga—Healthy Body, Clear Mind, Peaceful Spirit
Say “Om”! Attendees will be fit and energized when taking the hour long yoga classes which are offered daily mornings and evenings throughout the meeting in room 406-407 on the 4th floor of the Hilton Atlanta. Morning classes begin at 6:00am and evening class times vary. Participants will receive a schedule of classes on-site. Attend as many yoga classes as you wish with the purchase of an official Pregnancy Meeting™ yoga mat. Please see the registration form for pricing details.

SMFM gratefully acknowledges The Fetal Center at Children’s Memorial Herman Hospital for supporting the 2016 Pregnancy Meeting™ Yoga Program.